Impersonation Detection

The Email Laundry’s Full Stack Email Security with Impersonation Detection, gives instant and comprehensive protection against advanced social engineering impersonation attacks. This new breed of email attack takes advantage of the rise in mobile email browsing, friendly names, and ever-changing social engineering tactics to trick key users into giving away corporate information and financial assets.

Advanced Protection from Impersonation Email Attacks

Using a combination of key indicators and cyber threat intelligence, The Email Laundry detects and blocks malware-less social engineering attacks before they reach your customers inbox.

- Protection against advanced targeted attacks like whaling, CEO fraud, business email compromises (BECs), social engineering, and W-2 Fraud.
- Newly registered and newly observed domains monitoring to catch the first email of an attack
- Instant action from The Email Laundry Threat Intelligence Network and Security Analyst team.
- Email tagging to identify emails from external sources.
- Friendly Name filters that match friendly names and email addresses with internal personnel to protect against social engineering attacks
- Display names and reply-to address analysis to detect and protect against impersonation attacks targeting mobile and desktop devices.
- CEO fraud algorithms analyze key aspects of the message and header information to determine email authenticity.
- Protection against “looks like” and “sounds like” versions of domain names.
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